The panel discussion took place in the exhibit hall on Tuesday, August 8, from 10:30 am to 12:00 pm. The title of the panel discussion was "Eliminating Stereotypes towards a Diversified and Innovative Future of Engineering". This event was very well attended and featured three panelists: Robert Scully, Joanna McLellan, and Violeta (Vicky) Drury. Elena Uchiteleva was the moderator of the panel. She is the Chair of the IEEE Canada WIE (IEEE Region 7).
The first panelist, Dr. Robert Scully, holds a Ph.D. degree in Electrical Engineering (with a strong emphasis in electromagnetics) from the University of Texas at Arlington. He is an IEEE Fellow, a registered Professional Engineer in the state of Texas, a licensed commercial (PG-12-27194) The third panelist, Violeta (Vicky) Drury received her Associate's degree in PC and Network Technology, her Bachelors in Programming and her Masters of Science in Information Systems with a concentration in Software Engineering Management. In 2013, she received the Electronic Tax Systems, Inc. award for improving the company's internal processes. She is a dedicated member of the programming field, and works hard to improve the way things are accomplished everywhere she goes. She is paving the way for all of the women who come after her. Violeta joined IEEE in 2010. As an IEEE Philadelphia Section WIE Chair (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) , she has worked hard to develop STEM outreach programs for children who would not have been able to get involved otherwise. She cochaired the very successful IEEE WIE Summit USA East 2015 in Philadelphia. She is also the IEEE Region 2 WIE Coordinator, and as such, she continues promoting IEEE WIE visibility. In 2016, Violeta received awards for "exceptional leadership in developing effective chapter activities and encouraging their growth" and for "long term dedicated and excellent support to IEEE Philadelphia Section serving as a member of the Administrative Board and other committees and providing leadership to all."
With the support from the EMC Society Board of Directors, we plan to have similar events at future IEEE EMC International Symposia. 
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